
Many people prefer watch foreign films rather than locally produced films. Why could 
this be?

Should governments give more financial support to local film industries?

Watching movies is one of the most popular ways of spending time on vacations or in 
the evening at home. Some movie fans believe that foreign movies are more attractive 
and wealthy worthwhile to visitsee, hence why we should waste our time on visiting 
local films. They assume that authorities should pay more attention to raisinge the 
quality of movies by allocating a certain amount of money to this area.

Watching movies that are made in abroad could be a suitable way to cement the 
relationship between countries by having interactions through the film industry. of 
producing movie. In addition, in this way inhabitants got get familiar with foreign 
cultures and their lifestyles have some beneficial effects on their life. Another important 
issue is associated with learning new languages. Some teachers claim that the best way 
to learn a new language is watching series or films that speaks in that language.

Despite Although the given benefits related to watching foreign movies, researchers 
show that watching inner domestic programs are is more attractive to individuals and 
the major cause of about movie-watchers' attention to films produced abroad attracting 
member of the public to abroad is their quality. Iranian movies are mentally and 
characteristically closer. Furthermore, they might be the best tools for to governments 
to get closer to citizens and teach them some subjects. For instance, notifying about the 
history of their own country, visitors viewers/movie fans are proud of some remarkable 
achievements of famous poets and historical characters. What is more, providing jobs 
and supporting artists them is are other one of other benefits cial matters to them. 
regarding supporting Iranian artists.

On the whole, I personally believe that supporting people in different industries is an 
undeniable duty of the government. The more financial support by government, the 
more getting promotion in jobs.


